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Abstract
Movement patterns can be identified when studying a group of moving 
entities such as a group of people, a flock of birds, a school of fish, a convoy 
of vehicles, among others. In this paper, it is analyzed a pattern, known as 
leadership. Informally, this pattern is characterized by a moving entity called 
leader that motivates or represents the behavior of the group in order to reach 
a goal during a period. A formal method is proposed to estimate the position 
and the direction where a leader should be located and headed at a time-
point in order to lead a group. These estimations can also be useful to check 
the consistency of the data about a leadership pattern, and to estimate the 
missing information (position and direction) of a leader at a specific time, 
i.e., an imputation process. In order to show the expediency of the proposal, 
a series of experiments were implemented and conducted using Netlogo, 
a programmable modeling environment for simulating natural and social 
phenomena.
----- Keywords: Moving objects, movement patterns, flocks, leadership
Resumen
Patrones de movimiento pueden ser identificados cuando se estudia un grupo 
de entidades móviles, como un grupo de personas, una bandada de pájaros, 
un banco de peces, un convoy de vehículos, entre otros. En este artículo, 
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se analiza un patrón, conocido como liderazgo. Informalmente, este patrón 
se caracteriza por una entidad móvil llamada líder que motiva o representa 
el comportamiento de un grupo con el fin de alcanzar un objetivo durante 
un período. Se propone un método formal para estimar la posición y la 
dirección donde un líder debería estar ubicado y orientado en un punto del 
tiempo con el fin de liderar un grupo. Estas estimaciones pueden también 
ser útiles para verificar la consistencia de los datos de un patrón de liderazgo 
y para estimar la información faltante (posición y dirección) de un líder en 
un tiempo específico, i.e., un proceso de imputación. Con el fin de mostrar 
la conveniencia de la propuesta, se implementó y se desarrolló una serie de 
experimentos mediante Netlogo, un entorno programable de modelado para 
la simulación de fenómenos naturales y sociales.
----- Palabras clave: Objetos móviles, patrones de movimiento, 
bandadas, liderazgo
Introduction
Movement patterns can be identified when 
studying a group of moving entities such as 
a flock of birds, a school of fish, a convoy of 
vehicles, among others [1, 2]. A pattern, known 
as leadership has been recognized in [3]. This 
pattern is characterized by a moving entity called 
leader that motivates or represents the behavior 
of the group in order to reach a goal during a 
period. A leadership pattern can be defined using 
some temporal constraints and a geometrical 
arrangement between the leader entity and the 
other entities in the group, called followers.
Given a group of moving entities and a time-
point t, a method is proposed to estimate the 
position and the direction where a leader should 
be located and headed at t in order to lead this 
group. This problem has been identified in a 
short oral communication [4]. The estimations 
are based on the leadership pattern definition 
proposed by Andersson [3].
The method may be applied to locate and destroy 
the leader of a troop in military operations [5] or 
in games such as Battlefield and Squad Leader, 
and to locate the lead robot for a dissociated 
trailing robot [6] or for an animal that fell behind 
in a flock.
Motivating problems
Problem 1: Finding a Position/Direction 
for a Leader
Consider a convoy of ships at a time t (figure 1). 
The position and direction of each ship is known 
at t. The idea is to determine the position and 
direction of a convoy commander at t to lead 
this group. Note that the position and direction 
of the commander must consider the current 
position and direction of each ship (follower) 
of the convoy, so that each follower can “see” 
(perceive) and follow the commander. Figure 1 
shows a convoy of ships and the position of a 
possible leader (represented as a dashed ship).
Possible Convoy 
Commander 
Figure 1 A convoy of ships that requires a commander 
(dashed ship) at time t
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Problem 2: Consistency Checking
Suppose there are data related with the position 
and the direction of a leader entity and its 
followers during a leadership period (table 1). 
If the position and direction of the leader are 
constrained by the position and direction of its 
followers, the data can be checked in order to 
identify possible inconsistencies. For example, 
assume that a leader should always be in front 
of its followers. Therefore, the data at time 
t3 in table 1 would be wrong because these 
data indicate that the leader was behind of its 
followers. Once inconsistencies are identified, 
the goal is to try to correct them. Note that 
even in a small data sample (five records), the 
detection of this type of inconsistencies is not 
evident.
Table 1 Sample data of a leader and its followers during an interval [t1, t5] 
Time-point
Leader Position
(x, y)
Followers Position
t1 (10,20) {(7,20),(8,19),(8,21),(9,19),(9,21)}
t2 (15,20) {(12,20),(13,19),(13,21),(14,19),(14,21)}
t3 (16,20) à Inconsistent data {(17,20),(18,19),(18,21),(19,19),(19,21)}
t4 (25,20) {(22,20),(23,19),(23,21),(24,19),(24,21)}
t5 (30,20) {(27,20),(28,19),(28,21),(29,19),(29,21)}
Problem 3: Leader’s Data Imputation
Consider again table 1 and suppose that the 
data for the leader position at time t3 is missing 
(table 2). Suppose that there was a leadership 
pattern during the interval [t1, t5]. In addition, the 
constraints of position and direction of the leader 
with regard to the position and direction of each 
of its followers are also known. The idea is to 
try to estimate missing data of the leader, i.e., to 
impute its values [7].
Table 2 Missing data of a leader 
Time-point
Leader Position
(x, y)
Followers Position
t1 (10,20) {(7,20),(8,19),(8,21),(9,19),(9,21)}
t2 (15,20) {(12,20),(13,19),(13,21),(14,19),(14,21)}
t3 Missing data {(17,20),(18,19),(18,21),(19,19),(19,21)}
t4 (25,20) {(22,20),(23,19),(23,21),(24,19),(24,21)}
t5 (30,20) {(27,20),(28,19),(28,21),(29,19),(29,21)}
The original model
Next, the essential elements of Andersson’s 
model [3] are presented.  Consider a set E of n 
entities {e1, e2,…, en} moving in a space, usually 
a geographic region, during an interval [t1, tf]. 
This space is represented by the Euclidean plane. 
The time is represented in a continuous form. 
Tp denotes the infinite set of time-points: {t | 
t Î [t1, tf]}. On the other hand, Ts denotes the 
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discrete set of time-points {t1, t2, …, tf}. Each 
ti Î Ts, represents a time-step and corresponds to 
the time-point in which the position (and possibly 
other data) of the moving entity was recorded. 
(ti-1, ti), ti Î Ts, i ¹ 1; represents a unit-time-
interval. The size of (ti-1, ti) is equal to the size of 
(tj-1, tj),  tj Î Ts, j ¹ 1.
The coordinates of an entity at a time-point t are 
given by a pair of functions xpos and ypos, both 
with signature: E x Tp à Real. It is assumed 
that between two consecutive time-steps, the 
entity moves along a straight line and with 
constant velocity [3]. Let t be a time-point and 
tx Î Ts, x ¹ 1; the angle of ei, denoted d(ei), 
at t is defined by the line segment that goes 
from (xpos(ei, tx-1), ypos(ei, tx-1)) to (xpos(ei, tx), 
ypos(ei, tx)), where tx-1 < t < tx (figure 2). The angle 
d(ei) is between [0, 2p).
(xpos(ei, tx-1), 
ypos(ei, tx-1)) 
(xpos(ei, tx),  
ypos(ei, tx)) 
d(ei) 
X 
Y 
Figure 2 Angle of ei: d(ei) during [tx-1, tx]
The front-region of an entity ei is a region associated 
with ei at a time-point t (t Î Tp, t Ï Ts) that represents 
the region of perception of the entity, e.g., its visual 
range. The front-region of ei is defined as follows: 
consider three line segments s0, s1, and s2, each one 
of length r. Each segment has an endpoint in the 
position (xpos(ei, t), ypos(ei, t)). The direction of 
the segment s0 is equal to the angle d(ei) at t. The 
segments s1 and s2 form angles of a/2 and -a/2 (a 
£ 2p) with regard to the segment s0, respectively. 
The circular sector (wedge-shaped region) of 
radius r, bounded by s1 and s2, forms the front-
region of ei at t and it is denoted front(ei) (figure 
3).
ei s0 
s1 
s2 
r
-α/2 
α/2 
Figure 3 Front-region of ei
An entity ej is in front of an entity ei, at a time-
point t (t Î Tp, t Ï Ts), if ej is in the front-region 
of ei, i.e., (xpos(ej, t), ypos(ej, t)) is inside front(ei); 
this is written ej Î front(ei) and it is said that ei 
follows ej (ei is a follower of ej) at t. An additional 
requirement to state that ei follows ej can be 
enforced: let b Î [0, p], the entity ei follows ej 
at t if i) ej Î front(ei) at t and ii) ||d(ei) – d(ej)|| 
£ b, where d(ei) and d(ej) are the directions of 
ei and ej at t (figure 4). An entity ei follows an 
entity ej during an interval [ta, tb], ta and tb time-
points, if and only if ei follows ej at t, t Î [ta, tb], 
t Ï Ts. Note that, if ei follows ej at t, where t is a 
time-point between two consecutive time-steps, 
i.e., tx-1 < t < tx, (tx Î Ts, x ¹ 1) then it holds that 
ei follows ej during any time-point in (tx-1, tx) and; 
therefore, during any subinterval of (tx-1, tx).
t 
ei ej 
d(ej) 
d(ei) 
||d(ei) - d(ej)|| 
Figure 4 ej Î front(ei). If ||d(ei) – d(ej)|| £ b then 
ei follows ej
Finally, the concepts of leader and leadership 
pattern are presented. An entity ei is a leader 
during an interval I = [ta, tb] if: i) ei does not follow 
any entity during I and ii) ei is followed by a 
number m of entities at each time-point of I. There 
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is a leadership pattern if ei has at least m followers 
at each time-point of I and the size of I is at least 
k unit-time-intervals. Figure 5 shows an entity e 
leader of three entities during an interval [ta, tb].
 
 
e e e 
ta tb 
… …
Figure 5 An entity e leader of three entities during [ta, tb]
Estimating the position and 
direction of a leader
Estimation of the leader position
Let (xpos(eleader, t), ypos(eleader, t)) be the position 
of a leader entity eleader at time t with regard to a 
group of followers F. Because each entity ei Î F 
must be a follower of eleader then eleader Î front(ei) 
ei Î F . That is, the position of eleader at t must 
be contained in the front region of each ei Î F: 
(xpos(eleader, t), ypos(eleader, t)) Î front(ei), ei Î F. 
Therefore, if eleader is a leader at t for the entities 
in F then eleader must be located in a region Ω, i.e., 
the intersection of the front regions of each entity 
in F: (xpos(eleader, t), ypos(eleader, t)) Î Ω (figure 
6).
 
Ω 
Figure 6 Intersection region Ω (in grey)
Using the associative property of the intersection 
operator (n-fold intersection) [8], the region Ω 
for n entities can be expressed as:
 
 F e
ni
i
efront ii ∈
=
=
=Ω  ,
1
)( 

  (1)
Note that if Ω = Æ then it is not possible to find 
a position for a leader with regard to the set of 
entities in F. In figure 7, an algorithm is presented 
to find the intersection Ω of the front regions of 
n entities at time t. The order of the algorithm 
is O(n). The center of mass of Ω can be an 
estimation for the position of eleader. 
 
 
Algorithm FrontRegionIntersection 
Input: A set of n entities: F = {e1, e2, …, en}  
           A time-point t 
Output: Intersection of the front regions at time t: Ω 
 1. BEGIN 
 2. Ω ← front(e1) // Front region of e1 at time t 
 3. FOR i ← 2 TO n 
 4. Ω ← Ω ∩ front(ei) // Front region of ei at time t 
 5. IF Ω = ∅ THEN // If intersection becomes empty 
 6.  BREAK // Exit loop 
 7. END IF 
 8. END FOR 
 9. RETURN Ω 
10. END 
Figure 7 Algorithm 1: Intersection of the front regions 
of n entities at time t
Example 1 Consider a set of three entities with 
their respective front regions at time t as shown in 
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figure 8a. In line 2, the Algorithm 1 takes front(e1) 
as the intersection region Ω as is shown in figure 
8b (bold shape). Next, the following steps are 
performed: 1) It is found the intersection between 
Ω and front(e2) at t (figure 8b). 2) It is found the 
intersection between Ω and front(e3) at t (figure 
8c). 3) Loop finishes and Ω is returned (bold 
shape in figure 8d).
e1 
e2 
e3 
e1 
e2 
e3 
e1 
e2 
e3 
(a) (b)  (c) 
Ω Ω 
e1 
e2 
e3 
(d)  
Ω 
Figure 8 Example of Algorithm: non-empty intersection of front-regions of a set of three entities
Estimation of the direction of a leader
in addition to estimate the position where a leader 
must be located at time t with regard to a set of 
followers, the challenge is also to estimate its 
direction considering the constraints presented 
(figure 4). 
Let d(eleader) the direction of an entity eleader at 
time t. If an entity ei Î F is a follower of eleader 
then ||d(ei) – d(eleader)|| £ b . This condition can 
be written as d(eleader) Î [ d(ei) - b, d(ei) + b ]. 
That is, if eleader is a leader at time t for the set of 
entities in F then the direction of eleader must be 
included in the interval defined by each entity in 
F. This is an analogous problem to the one where 
the position for eleader was estimated. Therefore, 
d(eleader) must be included in the intersection Ñ of 
the intervals defined by the entities in F (figure 
9): the value of d(eleader) must be included in the 
interval delimited between the dashed lines.
Let Mind and Maxd be the minimum and the 
maximum of the directions of the entities in F, 
respectively. Ñ is a non-empty interval if the 
intersection between the intervals defined by 
Mind and Maxd is not empty. That is, if Maxd - b 
£ Mind + b. Therefore, the intersection of these 
intervals is non-empty if Maxd £ Mind + 2b, 
giving rise to an intersection interval Ñ: [Maxd 
- b , Mind + b]. Similarly to the problem of the 
intersection of front regions, if Maxd > Mind + 
2b then it is not possible to find a direction for 
a leader with regard to the set of entities in F. 
In figure 10 an algorithm is presented to find the 
intersection of the intervals of n entities at a time-
point t. The order of this algorithm is also O(n). 
An estimation for the direction of eleader is the 
midpoint of the intersection interval Ñ: d(eleader) 
= (Maxd - b + Mind + b)/2 = (Maxd + Mind) / 2. 
d(e1) + βd(e1) - β 
d(ei) + β d(ei) - β 
∇
d(en) + β d(en) - β 
Figure 9 Intersection Ñ of n intervals
Example 3 Consider a set of three entities with 
their respective directions (figure 11a). Suppose 
that the leader must maintain a difference of 
direction with regard to its followers equal to 
b = p/2. Therefore, the intervals defined by the 
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directions of e1, e2, and e3 are d(e1)= p/3 then [p/3 
- p/2, p/3 + p/2] = [-p/6, 5p/6]; d(e2)= p/4 then 
[p/4 - p/2, p/4 + p/2] = [-p/4, 3p/4]; d(e3)= p/6 
then [p/6 - p/2, p/6 + p/2] = [-p/3, 2p/3]. 
Because Mind = p/6 and Maxd = p/3 then p/3 £ 
p/6 + 2(p/2); therefore, the intersection interval Ñ 
is [- p/6, 2p/3] (figure 11b).
 
 
DirectionIntersection 
Input: A set of n entities: F = {e1, e2, …, en}  
           A time-point t 
           Difference of direction threshold: β 
Output: Interval Intersection at time t: ∇  
 1. BEGIN 
 2. Mind ← Minimum direction of the entities in F at time t 
 3. Maxd ← Maximum direction of the entities in F at time t 
 4. IF Maxd ≤ Mind + 2*β THEN 
 5. ∇ ← [Maxd - β , Mind + β] 
 6. ELSE 
 8. ∇ ← ∅ 
 9. END IF 
10. RETURN ∇ 
11. END 
 
Figure 10 Algorithm 2: Intersection of the intervals 
generated by the directions of a set of n entities at 
time t
e1 
e2 
e3 
− π/6 5π/6
-π/4 3π/4
-π/3 2π/3
d(e1)
d(e2)
d(e3)
(a) (b) 
π/6 
∇ 
π/3 
π/4 
Figure 11 Example of Algorithm: non-empty 
intersection of three intervals defined by the directions 
of three entities
Experiments
To show the expediency of the proposal, the 
algorithms were implemented and a set of 
experiments on various data sets were conducted. 
The algorithms were implemented using Oracle 
Spatial features [9]. 
On the other hand, the obtention of real data for 
the experiments was difficult. Therefore, the data 
collection was simulated using the flocking model 
built in the Netlogo Library [10]; an approach that 
has been followed in previous works [3, 11, 12]. 
This flocking model is based on three rules: 
alignment, which establishes the tendency of 
an entity to turn in the same direction that its 
nearby entities; separation, which express that 
an entity will turn to avoid another entity which 
is getting too close, and cohesion, which means 
that an entity will move towards its nearby 
entities. The Netlogo simulation module also 
defines additional parameters to influence the 
behavior of the entities. Some of them are vision 
which represents the radius r of vision of an 
entity, minimum-separation which establishes 
the minimum distance between two entities in 
the space, and three turn-angles defined by max-
align-turn, max-cohere-turn, and max-separate-
turn to control the maximum angle that an entity 
can turn. 
Appropriate modifications were incorporated to 
Netlogo in order to detect leadership patterns, 
e.g., parameters such as b, a, and min-num-
followers (which represents the minimum number 
of followers to consider an entity as a leader of a 
group during a period) were included.
To evaluate the algorithms FrontRegionInter-
section and DirectionIntersection the following 
approach was applied: for each leadership pattern 
that was found, the algorithms were applied to 
estimate the position and direction of the leader 
at a specific time-point; then, these results were 
compared with the simulated ones.
Table 3 shows an example: min-num-followers 
was set to 5 during [t1 ,t3], and the data of a 
leader at t3 were estimated. To compare the 
simulated results with the calculated ones, the 
following actions were considered: i) positions 
were compared using the distance between two 
points. For example, the distance between the 
simulated position (43, 91) and the estimated 
position (39.99, 91.93) was 3.1, and ii) directions 
were compared using the absolute value of the 
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difference between the simulated angle and 
the calculated one. For example, the difference 
between 230.69 and 230.48 was 0.23 degrees. 
Figure 12 shows the intersection region at t3.
Table 3 Data of a leadership pattern generated by Netlogo and estimated data at time-point t3
Time-point
Leader Followers
Position
(x, y)
Direction Follower
Position
(x, y)
Direction
t1 (45,93) 231,78
e1 (41,110) 244,61
e2 (51,99) 226,66
e3 (57,95) 220,39
e4 (45,109) 232,12
e5 (47,99) 231,72
t2 (44,92) 230,98
e1 (41,99) 244,61
e2 (50,98) 224,93
e3 (56,94) 220,39
e4 (44,108) 232,12
e5 (47,99) 231,72
t3
(43,91)
Estimated:
(39.99, 91.93)
230,48
Estimated:
230,69
e1 (40,109) 242,61
e2 (50,97) 223,17
e3 (55,93) 218,79
e4 (44,108) 229,58
e5 (46,98) 230,06
 
e1 
e2 
e3 
e4 
e5 
Simul. leader pos. 
Estim. leader pos. 
e1 
e2 
e3 
e4 
e5 
Figure 12 Intersection region at time-point t3 (data generated by Netlogo)
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The experiments were conducted with different 
numbers of followers (0 < m < 11), b = p/2, r = 20, a 
= p/2, and minimum-separation = 3. The max-align-
turn, max-cohere-turn, and max-separate-turn 
angles were set to 5, 3 and 1.5 degrees, respectively. 
Table 4 shows a partial version of the results.
Table 4 Experimental results
Number of 
followers
(m)
Leader
simulated 
position 
(LSP)
Leader
estimated 
position 
(LEP)
||LSP 
-LEP||
Leader
simulated 
direction
(LSD)
Leader
estimated 
direction 
(LED)
||LSD 
-LED||
% Error
of
Direction
1 (27,5) (26.57,12.69) 7,71 29,31 28,31 1,00 3,41
2 (40,84) (40.77,83.48) 0,93 125,34 152,58 27,24 21,73
3 (93,39) (89.36,43.36) 5,68 130,73 128,95 1,78 1,36
…
8 (25,75) (24.71,75.64) 0,70 232,81 238,01 5,20 2,23
9 (37,32) (37.07,31.08) 0,92 189,79 221,80 32,01 16,87
10 (61,67) (61.76,67.80) 1,10 149,49 157,43 7,94 5,31
Table 4 shows how the number of followers 
affected the estimation of the position and 
direction of the leader entity. The results showed 
a better estimation of both parameters when the 
number of followers increases. This is reasonable 
because the more followers there are, the greater 
the number of regions to intersect and Ω tends to 
be smaller. 
On the other hand, the estimation of the direction 
did not show in some cases a “good” estimation 
due possibly to the early alignment of the entities. 
That is, in the first time-steps, when some 
estimations were done, the entities just begin 
to align and Ñ tends to be wider. Even so, the 
differences between the simulated and calculated 
data were “small”. 
Conclusions and future work
Based on the leadership pattern proposed by 
Andersson [3], a formal method was proposed 
to estimate the position and the direction for the 
leader of a group of entities at a time-point t. The 
estimations can help to check data consistency, 
to estimate missing information (an imputation 
process) or, simply, to determine where to place and 
head an entity which is intended to lead the group. 
The experiments showed the expediency of 
the algorithms. Although more extensive 
experiments are needed, the results suggested 
that as the number of followers increase, the 
distance between the estimated and simulated 
position decreases. With regard to the estimation 
of the direction, the experiments did not show 
an analogous behavior; even though most of 
the times the estimations were very close to the 
simulated ones.
Next, some directions for future work are 
considered. To propose alternative methods 
for estimating the position and the direction 
of a leader and compare them with the current 
method. Another interesting issue is to conduct 
experiments to analyze the effect of parameters 
such as r, b, and a, that were kept constant here. 
Experiments with real data are also a must as well 
as its comparison with Netlogo simulations.
Finally, in most of the flocking systems, followers 
usually need to know which members are their 
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leaders. However, other approaches [13-15] have 
analyzed the behaviour of a leader in flocking 
systems where the followers (or some of them) 
do not know which entity is the leader.
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